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Part I 
 

This file concerns, mainly 

Alexander Alan Foote 
The Communist W/T operator once active in Republican Spanish Revolution in the 1930s 

And thereafter he was one of the W/T operators 
dedicated to Rado’s network 

in Switzerland 
 

Its purpose: to be used as a kind of reference document, containing my personal selection of 
report sections; considered being of relevance. 

 

My input: I have in almost every case created transcripts of the just reproduced file content.  

 

However, sometimes adding my personal opinion; always accompanied by: (AOB (with- or 
without brackets) in: blue, red or green colour)  

 

Please do not multiply this document 

 

Remember: that the section-copies still do obey to Crown Copyright 

 

By Arthur O. Bauer  



 

KV 2/1611 
Alexander Alan Foote 

PF 66965 
Please notice the many red stamps, indicating the very many times this file series once had 

been taken in to consideration! 



KV 2/1611-1, page 2 

 
10.2.44 To S.I.S. (= M.I.6) re Foote in answer to (Minute) 2a 

 
12.6.45 Extract from interrogation report on von Pescatore (notice our: 
http://www.cdvandt.org/german_intelligence_switzerland.htm)  
14.6.45 Copy of F.2.c. Note tot B.1.B (= M.I.5) mentioning Foote. 

 
2.11.45 To (Kim) Philby, S.I.S. (at M.I.6) re Foote 
(AOB, H.A.L. Philby belonged to the once ominous Communist Cambridge 5 group) 
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16.5.46 Extract from F.2.c. note on interrogation of Kopkow mentioning Foote. 
  (please notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm ) 

 
 Please see attached Passport Office file, from which you will learn that Foote is at 
present on their Permit Index Special File, and they are now enquiring whether he can come 
off. 
 
 I imagine that you would be very interested to know if he applied for a renewal of his 
British passport, issued in 1938, and if you are, in order to regularize the position, he should 
go on our Stop List. If you desire this, you amend W.S. Form 17 accordingly. 
C.1 
20.6.46. 
DPK/GMG 
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26.11.46 From S.I.S. address of Foote’s sister in England. 
 

↓ 
 
 

http://www.cdvandt.org/german_intelligence_switzerland.htm
http://www.cdvandt.org/rote-kapelle-20-july'44.htm
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D.D.G. (through B.1.) (M.I.5) 
 Alexander Allan Foote, the subject of the file, was arrested by the Swiss Police on 
20.11.43 for his part in the Rote Drei network in Switzerland, in which he had been reported 
as working as a W/T operator.  He was released by the Swiss authorities on 8.9.44, and in 
June 1945 he was reported to be leaving Switzerland for Paris, en route for the U.K.  His 
present whereabouts are unknown. 
 
 His last address in this country was, “Oak Trees”, Lewes Road, East Grinstead, 
Sussex, where it is now reported that his sister, Mrs. Margret Powell, is still living.  We 
should very much like to know the present whereabouts of Foote, since even if there may be 
no immediate opportunity of questioning him about his part in the network, it is considered 
that supervision of his present activities might give an indication of the extent to which the 
Russians may be reviving any part of their old network.  I think it is just possible that Foote 
may be in communication with his sister, and I therefore submit for approval an application 
for a H.O.W. on the latter. 
 
B.1.b. (M.I.5). 
29.11.46     J.H. Marriott. 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 

 

 

 

↓ 
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 I informed Mrs.    , S.I.S. by telephone of Gerald Chamberlain’s arrival in this country.  
She suggested that Chamberlain might be asked to come to 055 for an interview and be 
questioned on the arrest of himself and Foote in Switzerland, on the grounds that we were 
anxious to investigate action taken by the Swiss authorities against British subjects 
(individuals). I then discussed this question with Mr. Red, B.1.b. (M.I.5), who felt that with so 
little time at our disposal it would be very difficult to arrange an interview, and that 
interrogation carried out at the War Office would be undesirable indication of our interest in 
the activities of the Swiss network.  Instead, he suggested that Chamberlain should be 
interviewed by the S.I.S. (M.I.6) representatives on his return  
 
B.1.c.       Joan Paine 
28.1.47 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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 I spoke to B.1 (M.I.5) about 33b (Minute number) and suggested that if we could find 
any reasonable pretext, we should try to pull Gerald Grant Chamberlain into Room 055 for an 
interview.  Mr. Hollis asked me to discuss with S.L.B. the possible grounds for such action 
and I learnt from Mr. Hill ( H.O.?)that we have no legal or semi-legal excuse.  The project has 
therefore been abandoned but I think we might bear it in mind should Chamberlain pay a 
further visit to this country and stay in London.  We might then consider some alternative 
reasons for asking him to tell us the story of his life.  This is largely a matter of B.1.C)(M.I.5) 
interest at the present time, as we should like to get out of Chamberlain is an account of the 
circumstances in which he was arrested by the Swiss police and some particulars of Foote.  
Up till now, we have been able to get very little from Switzerland about this affair. 
KV 2/1611-1, page 9 

 
 On Monday morning, July 7th, I telephoned Mr. Hackney of B.4.d and asked him to send 
somebody round to Somerset House to look for the birth certificate of Alexander Allan Foote born 
13.4.05 (or 13.4.04?) at Liverpool. Mr. Hackney promised to let me know if there was no entry under 
this name and said that if there was an entry he would produce a copy of the certificate by Jul 8th, I 
said that if no entry for Foote could be found it might be worth while seeing whether there was an 
entry for the same date under the same name of South. 
B.1.c. 
7.7.47        L.F. Serpell. 
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8?.7.47  From B4d enclosing copy of Birth Certificate of Foote. 

 
17.7.47 Copy from B.1.c summary of information on agents from (Wilhelm) Flicke 

 
17.7.47 Copy of B.1.c. minute to B.1.b re Kuczynski family (AOB, Jewish family 
originating from Berlin-Schlachtensee; likely their interest being on the daughter named Ruth 
(Ursula), later cover-name “Sonia” she had a relation with Sorge in Shanghai in the 1930s and 
was also the one who was the intermediary between the Atomic-Spy Klaus Fuchs and the 
Russians in Moscow (Moskau)  
KV 2/1611-1, page 11 

 
21.7.47 B.1.c. summary of information on international Brigadiers returned from Spain 
in Foote’s party, 16.9.38. (Foote volunteered on the Communist side during the Spanish civil 
war, in the 1930s) 
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25.7.47 B.1.c. minute to C.4.a requesting cancellation of HOSI (Home Office Suspect 
Index) entry etc. for Foote 

 
 A meeting was held at 3.0. p.m. today in Mr. Hollis’ room to discuss with Mrs.    the 
of action with regard to Foote. 
 Foote’s transfer to this country was provisionally arranged for Wednesday, August 6th 
and arrangements for his reception was discussed with Colonel Cumming.  Mrs   will confirm 
the arrangements made early next week. (It is expected that Foote will travel as a British 
N.C.O. on a military travel permit under as assumed name and with an S.I.S. driver as escort.  
Mrs.  will prepare a letter of authorisation to be handed, to the S.I.S. escort at Northolt 
aerodrome by M.I.5 escort, who will then take charge of Foote.  Col. Cumming said there 
would be no difficulty in obtaining an identity card etc. for Foote. 
 Mr. Hollis ruled that Mr. Hemblys-Scales should be the administrative officer in 
charge, while Miss Pain would prepare briefs and interrogate.  It was expected the L.S.I.C. 
would wish to have access to Foote to question him on technical matters.  



 
 Reference was made to Foote’s baggage in Switzerland, which was left in the care of 
the lawyer Swiatzki. (Geneva Russian/Swiss lawyer linked with Rote Drei).  This should be 
obtained and examined as soon as possible. (Mrs. (likely from M.I.6) suggested to me after 
the meeting that the Americans, rather than S.I.S. (M.I.6) should be asked to approach 
Swiatzki but added that she did not feel the approach should be made at present, since 
Swiatzki was known to be currently in contact with the Russians. 

 
5.7.47 From S.I.S, copy of Foote’s statement on his W/T code. 
Note. 
I spoke to Mr. Morton Ebans about Foote, and left with him 5 copy of Foote’s account of his 
W/T code, which he will Mr. Martin. I explained that S.I.S. would be passing a ?ect to 
L.S.I.C. 
KV 2/1611-1, page 13 

 
1.8.47  B1c summary of information on International Brigadiers who left for Spain in 
Foote’s party, 23.12.36. 
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M I 5 Meet Soldier At Northolt 
 When an RAF Dakota from Germany arrived at Northolt today one of the 
Passengers a corporal of the Royal Armoured Corps, was met by an MI5 officer and a deputy 
assistant to the Provost Marshall of the R.A.F. 
 The corporal was rushed through the Customs and driven from the airport under 
escort. 
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B.4.c. Mr Poston. 
 The following are the particulars of Foote from whom we wish to obtain a National 
Registration Identity Card :- 
 Full name : Alexander Allan Foote 
 Born  : 13.4.05 at 7, Rockley Street, Kirkdale, West Derby 
    British subject. 
    Single 
    Son of William Foote and Mary Florence Foote, nee Gray. 
Foote enlisted in the R.A.F. on 26.7.35 for a term of six years; on 23.12.36 he was declared illegally 
absent from his station (Gosport). He enlisted the International Brigade and left for Spain in December 
1936.  
 The following facts can be related to the Registrar General:- 
 Foote was employed on the Continent as a Soviet Agent, working against Germany, during the 
greater part of the war. He went to Moscow in January 1945. He was sent to the Russian Zone of 
Germany by the Russians in June of this year. He reported himself to the office of the Intelligence 
Division of the British section, of the Control Commission, volunteering giving an account of his 
experiences and asking for repatriation. He has been brought to this country and has agreed to remain 
in communinicado he has completed his account on his experiences in Russian service.  He reached 
this country on 7th August 1947, and is now accommodated at 19, Rugby Mansions, W. 14. 
 We are most anxious that no legal action should be taken against Foote on account of his 
desertion from the R.A.F. in 1936.  We would be grateful, therefore, for any steps which can be taken 
to see that his name is not reported to the Air Force authorities. 
B.1.        R.H. Hollis. 
7.8.47. 
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Dear Mr. Perks, 

 Alexander Allan Foote is the subject of BS 6572, one of our H.O.S.I. cases (Home Office 
Suspect Index). 

 Would you please arrange for this to be cancelled.  
         Your Sincerely, 
         Rosemary Villiers, 
H.M. Chief Inspector,       For W.E. Hinchley Cooke. 
Immigration Branch, 
Home Office, 
10, Old Bailey, 
E.C.4. 
RV (Rosemary Villiers)/APS(A.Perks) 
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Serpell’s interview with Foote Monday-Morning. 

       



1.   I asked Foote to give me some specific reasons enmity towards Russia. He referred to the 
conversation he had had with the interpreter (Russian?) and expanded slightly on this man’s 
attitude. Foote even thinks that the interpreter wanted to leave Russia. As I have said, Foote is 
not well educated politically and it was extremely difficult to pin him down on his anti-Soviet 
principles.  
He spoke with a certain amount of prompting on: - 
 
 i    The lack of individual freedom in Russia. 
 
 ii   The unequal distribution of goods. 
 
 iii  The lack of enthusiasm among the Russian people for the vague cause of  
     internationalism to which Foote claims to have adhered.  
 
 iv   The emphasis on nationalism. 
 
I questioned Foote about his intentions; again he was very vague and could no immediately 
practical form of employment in the U.K. He referred to his ambition some day “to have a 
farm”, and added that he was very doubtful whether he would be able to settle down. He 
wants to have some rest and rehabilitation in England, but repeated that he was quite unable 
to determine his future. I suspected that he was hinting at intelligence employment so I said to 
him apropos of his remarks about weariness and the need for rest: “I suppose you are quite 
fed up with intelligence work?” Foote denied this with vehemence and I continued to think it 
probable that he expects some offer of employment from us.  He spoke again vaguely of his 
desire to do some concrete work against Russia apart from writing a book, and he even went 
so far as to say that he might join some “fascist organisation”. I said “Oh I wouldn’t do that if 
I were you”, and he hastened to retract.   I think the impression he was trying to put over was 
that he might be willing to sacrifice the possible fame and financial advantages accruing from 
his autobiography if he were given a good job with British intelligence. Despite the strong 
evidence of Foote’s innocence and incompetence as an intelligence agent which have been 
brought out during the course of his interrogation, it must be emphasised that he considers 
himself to be a first class operative. This consideration has been reinforced by Russian 
decorations which were awarded to him, he says, during service in Switzerland and by the 
encouraging treatment he got as an individual in Russia. On the whole he seems to be as 
admiring of British intelligence as he is critical of Soviet intelligence, as there were times 
when he obviously expected me to know far more than I did from our records on Rote Drei 
and on other subjects.  
 
2.  One interesting point which emerged this morning from my interrogation of Foote was his 
apparently complete lack of nerves. I had been given to understand that he was considerably 
worried in Berlin? By the trips he had to make back into the Russian zone to arrange his 
affairs.  His air trip from Berlin to Hannover had also given him also a certain amount of local 
publicity since his papers had been delayed and the plane was held up for some two hours on 
his account. The man who received him at the Hannover and spoke to me nervousness of 
Foote shown at the aerodrome. I got Foote to tell me the story of his removal from the Soviet 
zone and his journey to Hannover, and he denied any fears of the Russians of whatever. I 
asked him whether he had any fear for reprisals and he seemed genuinely unable to 
understand what I was talking about. I then asked him to point blank if he had hardly any 
stories about punishments administered by emissaries of Russia. 
 

↓ 
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… 
 i.  That is very proud of his escape of the machinations of Rado. That Rado made over  
    Foote’s transmitter, proposals to Moscow (Moskau) about “taking refuse” with the  
    British Embassy in Switzerland. Foote said he realised that this was likely to upset  
    the Russian (AOB, he paid for it after his return to Russia in 1945!) He, therefore,  
    ended his message “Please reply to Albert in Albert’s code” thereby laying the  
    initiative on Rado absolving himself from any blame in the affair. Foote said that  
    events showed to him to have been entirely right in this action. 
 
 ii.   Foote told me (which may very well appear in Mrs. Bray’s notes) that Hamel’s  
     cover name was 
 
 Edward;  Madame Hamel was Maud, and Marguerita Boli was Rosie. 
 
 iii.  The interviewer who succeeded the woman major at Moscow was a man who   
        spoke fluent English and had lived in England. Foote thinks he may have been in  
        England as a diplomat.   
 
 iv.  Sonia (= German born: Urusula Kuczynski) only worked “in peace time”, i.e. up  

     to the time of the Soviet-German Pact (Molotov-Ribbentrop pact signed 23/25  
     August 1939) and her traffic consisted only of two or three messages a month. 
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Please digest it all yourself 
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 I read out to Foote a large part of the tentative analyses I had made on the Saturday 
night, of his visits to Ursula (Berlin born: Kuczynski) in Switzerland. I found, as I expected 
that he had been very confused, and he made the following corrections and additions: - 
 
 A.  First visits. It was at the end of October 1938. 
   Sonia did not tell him he was working for the Russians, and Foot was said, after  
   scratching his head, that if he supposed anything that he was working for the  
   “Comintern”. Sonia merely told him “it would be “advantageous” if he studied 
wireless and photography – she did not give him a book on wireless on this occasion. She did 
tell him to take German lessons (remember:  the Comintern net communicated using German 
language!) On reconsideration Foote thinks that it is quite likely that he put forward Beurton’s 
name at this first meeting in answer to Sonia’s request for a recruit. Sonia told him, on this 
first occasion, to cultivate workers and “officials” of the B.M.W.  
 
b.  Second visit, February 1939. Foote was made to produce a curriculum vitae and 
photographs of himself.  Foote asked about Beurton and was told that enquiries  were being 
made. 
 
c.  Third visit, may 1939. This was not a joint meeting with Beurton. Foote by himself was 
given this elementary instruction in sabotage. He was asked to suggest a suitable target but 
never did.  
 
 At this point Foote told me what he thought was a funny story. He said that in 
München he often lunched or dined in a restaurant used by Hitler. He had been struck by the 
lack of apparent protection in Hitler’s visits to the restaurant and described him as coming in 
with a few friends and going into the annex which was only separated from the main 
restaurant by a slight partition. On one occasion when Beurton had been visiting Foote in 
München he had suggested they might go along to this restaurant so that Beurton could have a 
view at Hitler. As luck would have it, Hitler did arrive for a meal. To use Foote’s words “we 
did have to give the “salute because we were British subjects, but we stood up like the rest!”  
At the moment of Hitler’s entrance into the main restaurant, Beurton who was facing him 
standing, put his hand inside his pocket, actually to take out his cigarette, but in appearance, 
Foote said, though, he was going to draw a revolver. Foote said heart was in his mouth and he 
though that he and Beurton would be shot down by Hitler’s escort. Nothing whatever 
happened, and Foote in one of his visits to Sonia, was moved to commend that if there was all 
this feeling against Hitler, it was wonder that no-one was to bump him off, considering the 
lack of precautions taken on these informal occasions. He had pointed out, for example, that it 
would have been easy to put a bomb in a suitcase beneath the coats and hats which hung  on 
the partitions wall (Trennwand)  separating Hitler from the main restaurant. Then, said Foote, 
what did Sonia do turn on me and say, what an excellent idea “just fancy she expected me to 
assassinate Hitler”. (Let us bear in mind this) Foote says with Manchester severity that he did 
not believe in assassination and made a short work of her suggestion). 
 
… 
       
 

↓ 

 

 

↓ 
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Continuation report comments od Serpell’s 2nd interview with Foote! 
Sunday morning 

1Further intimations of Sonia’s continued connections with Russia after her return to England 
were contained in messages from Moscow received Foote who instructed John i.e. Beurton to 
stop sending stupid telegrams to Sonia. According to Foote these were telegrams sent through 
the normal channels to Sonia in England and written in plain language code. Beurton showed 
Foote one of these telegrams and he said that it was crudely disguised criticism of Rado.  
2.   Foote mentioned Juergen Kuczynski, about whom he made the common mistake of 
supposing to be the father of Ursula Brigitte, instead of their brother. He told me that Juergen 
was angry about Sonia’s return to the U.K. He believed because this was a presence there of a 
Russian agent might compromise the rest the Kuczynski family in their political work. Foote 
says to know why Juergen has written economic reports (presumably on economics on the 
U.K.) for Russia. He described these as “open’ reports and said that these were taken over by 
Juergen himself and to the Russian Embassy in London.  Apparently Juergen commented on 
the fact that he was not followed by the British authorities on these visits.  
3.   The only the other members of the Kruczynski family who Foote could remember apart 
from Juergen, Brigitte and Ursula was (Barbara Macrae Taylor). He did not in fact remember 
although he said that he was sure there was “something scotch” in it. I based my identification 
on this statement that this Kuczynski sister was evacuated on the outbreak of the war to a 
place in Cornwall (presumably Redruth), He said that he knew because of the curious 
coincident that his own younger sister Anne, a girl of about 17 at the out brake of the war, 
was employed as a pupil teacher at Hempstead at that time. She also was evacuated to the 
same place in Cornwall and, when he mentioned the fact to Sonia, she produced information 
about her own sister by coincident. Although, Barbara ? and Anne Foote  were presumably 
working  at the same school, Foote does not believe that they are acquainted – at least not on 
the bases of his relation with Brigitte and Ursula.  
4.   I asked Foote about what he knew about Rudolf Hamburger. He said that he always spoke 
of him as Rudi.  He heard most about him from Ursula’s German maid Olga Muth.     
 
 
 

 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
 
↓ 
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… This maid was about 50 years old when Foote made her acquaintance and she had 
apparently employed by the Kuczynski family for a considerable time. She seems to have 
joined Ursula (Sonia) about 1938 and may have been employed before that time by some 
member of the Kuczynski family in England. Although Foote claims that Olga was not a 
“member of the outfit, he admitted that she had got to know a certain amount about Ursula’s 
activities.  On one occasion, in 1940, Olga carried out a commission for Ursula. This was a 
journey to Hamburg in 1940, following instructions to Ursula from Moscow, with money to 
be paid to the wife of Ernst Thaelmann.  Olga succeeded in this mission. When I asked Foote 
if he considered the mission to be part of Ursula’s normal work for the Russians, he regarded 
it as an odd job carried out at the time Ursula was inactive. Foot told me that Olga was much 
attached to Rudi Hamburger.  According to her, it was Ursula who had brought Rudi into the 
racket, and vice versa. Foote repeated the story, reported elsewhere of Olga Muth’s 
indignation when she discovered that the marriage between Ursula and L.C Beurton was not a 
marriage of convenience. He said that Olga rung up the British Consulate to inform them 
against Ursula and Beurton, but that her broken English was not understood and the rang off 
at the other end He offered no explanation of the curious action sending Olga Muth, and 
Foote  said that Ursula’s espionage and sabotage network against Germany, into which he and 
Beurton were recruited was a new commission from the Russians dating from 1938. 
Ursula had previously carried successful operation in Poland apparently with the use of W/T) 
and had then had to wait for a considerable time in Moscow (Moskau) for further instructions. 
Foote does not know whether Hamburger served with Ursula in Poland on this occasion.  
Before her Polish mission, however, he knows that she worked in China (Shanghai).  He does 
not know whether she was working with Rudi (Hamburger), but he knows that Rudi was 
supposed to be in China at the time 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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Be at the time in China when he made Ursula’s acquaintance. She herself had to make quick 
getaway from China and had forced herself on the Master of a Soviet ship at a Chinese port.  
One of Ursula’s children was not by Rudi but by some other man with whom she had lived.  
Mikhail was Rudi’s child. Foote does not know when (Rudi) Hamburger married Ursula.  
6.   Foote suggested that another symptom of Sonia’s continued link Moscow after she after 
she reached England was contained in a message he had from Moscow in 1941about the 
efforts to get Beurton back to the U.K. This message said that Eleonor Rathbone and others 
were helping.   
7.   Foote told me that Beurton hated Rado and was extremely critical of the Russians. After 
Beurton had finished coaching Hamel in W/T, he showed a disinclination to do any further 
work for the outfit, even though he was ordered by Moscow (Moskau) to assist. Foote 
remembers one message in which Moscow said that it is scandalous that John (i.e. Beurton) 
was not working.  
8.   Referring to Ursula’s commission for the network against Germany at the end of 1938, 
Foote said that her management gave her nothing but money to start with. He believes that 
she tried England as a source of recruits on her own ?tiatoir. At a later stage, Moscow 
(Moskau) supplied her with one agent, Obermanns, but he, Beurton and Foote were the only 
agent she had. 
9.   I discussed with Foote the high quality intelligence which he transmitted about the 
German operations on the Eastern Front and which originated from Lucie (i.e. Roessler). He 
told me that this information was available to Rado before June 1941, but Rado did not sent it 
since he had no knowledge of the sources Olga and Werther and no guarantee for their 
reliability. In June 1941, however, he received intelligence from these sources giving the 
exact details of the attack mounted by the Germans against Russia.  This impressed him 
enough to forward samples of Lucie’s intelligence Moscow (Moskau), but Moscow rejected 
it, again because of their ignorance of the real sources. Moscow told Rado not to send any 
more of this intelligence, but he continued to push it forward and in Autumn 1941, Moscow 
began to accept it with enthusiasm, even telling that he had cart blanch in exploiting the Lucie 
line.    
 
 
 
 

↓ 
 
 
 
↓ 
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   9.   Foote described Schneider, the cut-out between Lucie and Sissy as a devote Catholic of 
Jewish origin. He said that Schneider was working simply for money of which he got plenty 
from the Lucy traffic. Lucie in his heyday was paid 7000 (Swiss) francs a month.  
10.   On his own finances, Foote said that he began with 150 dollars and later was raised to 
250 dollars a month. This was not nearly enough to live on, but he obtained unlimited 
expenses. He assured me that his expenses were never required. He was told to send in his 
accounts once a year, but in fact he sent them more often, as occasion served. He did not keep 
a ledger but used to specify items of expenditure in telegrams from time to time and would 
later present his accounts by referring to the number of the telegrams in which expenses had 
been described. I suggested to Foote that he should have had quite a comfortable life with 
these unlimited expenses, but he insisted that the circumstances of his work made it very 
difficult   for him to get any recreation.  He was sometimes working 20 hours a day and his 
social life was limited by security precautions which he considered necessary. He painted a 
picture of beautiful, but platonic, friendship with various married women, he said that, 
otherwise he had to live the “” life of a monk”. He was given permission (by Moscow) to 
employ a radio telegraphist, but decided not to take the opportunity because it would have 
given him very little relieve from his ciphering and deciphering labours, and preferred to keep 
things under his own hand.  I asked him of the couriers he employed in his communications 
with Rado and after some thought, he recited the names of Margareta Bolli, Hamel and his 
wife (this is of importance to the German Wilhelm Flicke’s story of Gestapo penetration by 
means of a female courier with Foote, and  I (Mr. Serpell) later got the complete confirmation 
that the courier in question was Margareta Bolli).    
11.   I questioned Foote about Paul, for whom he knows no other name. Paul lived in Zürich 
and worked for Rado. He was supposed to have worked independently but because, but Foote 
alleges Rado was jealous? Paul never got started. Rado pretended that Paul refused to do? any 
work. 
 
 

↓ 
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Any work, e.g. he said that Paul was in the habit of saying that he had a wireless transmitter 
and an operator, but could not start because of some part which was always missing and 
unobtainable.  In Moscow they told Foote that, in fact that Paul would have been the best 
worker if he would have been given the help he should have had from Rado. Foote said that 
he first heard of Paul in 1941 or 1942.  He does not know how long he had been working 
there, but believes him to be a Russian. Rado was always saying that Paul was “afraid to act”.  
12.   Thinking of the mysterious “T 100”, I asked Foote if he knew of any connections in the 
Lugano district. Foote said that he believed that Rado had a connection in the Tessin, but he 
had no further details.  
13.   Foote had a curious story about a passport originally faked by Max, the Russian agent in 
the Swiss Passport Service at Basel, and which was sent to Foote from Italy. He believes that 
this passport had been used by an agent working in Italy and the name it bore was Schneider 
(Christian name unknown). Curiously enough, when I showed Foote at a later stage a 
photograph of Franz Schneider, he said that it had faint resemblance to the photograph on this 
false passport. – The photograph on the false passport had the face in profile, so that it was 
difficult for him to compare it in his memory with the full face photograph of Franz 
Schneider. Foote is positive that this agent in Italy was identical to a German who was 
reported in the newspapers to have been arrested by the Roman police in the summer of 1942.   
He said that he believes that this was confirmed by Moscow (Moskau). At another time when 
I was discussing this, Foote recollected that the false passport had been prolonged (extended)                  
Some time in Marseille. He said that he was quite unable to understand why the passport was 
sent to him. He had had instructions to get it further prolonged through Max, but as far as he 
could see, it could have been prolonged in Milan (Mailand). The only other concern with false 
passports that Foote was in passing to Anna Müller for Max some photographs of a “Latin 
type”. This was presumably in preparing for a false passport, but on Moscow’s instructions, 
the photographs were later destroyed. Foote needs, however, close examination on these 
passport stories.   
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14.   Referring again to Ursula’s (Sonia’s) network against Germany, Foote said that he 
believed that the choice of Switzerland as a local had then been(?), had been offered.  
Referring to Ursula’s work in Poland (AOB, she for some time operated from Danzig which 
was a “Freie Stadt”), Foote said that Brigitte once told him she had spent a “holiday” in 
Poland with a relative in 1937. Foote thinks that this must have been Ursula. Ursula told 
Foote that they, (i.e. (?) Beurton) were working for the Red Army Intelligence. 
15All the messages which Foote had seen were signed “Director” except in the case of 
Lawrence with received one “Victor”. He believes that Victor should be regarded as 
Lawrence’s NKVD (NKWD) boss.  
16.   I (Mr. Serpell the interrogator of M.I.5) got Foote talking about the occupants of the 
plane in which he left Paris for Moscow in January 1945.  After he has described Ivanov to 
me as “plump”, pink complexion, medium build, fair hair, blue eyes fluent French with a very 
queer accent”. I produced the photograph of Otto Trepper. Foote leaped it in great contrast to 
his doubtful towards other photographs and said that he was positive that this was the man. 
Without suggestion from me (Mr Serpell from M.I.5), he said “I am prepared to swear that 
this is Ivanov”. I concealed my interest and asked him what else he knew about Ivanov. Foote 
said that he did not think I need waste my time about this man since he appeared to have do 
no work at al, but spent the war in hiding.  He said that Ivanov was very friendly   and that he 
evidently   knew what Foote had been doing.  He described Ivanov as a man who know his 
way about. On one occasion Foote had made some slightly disparaging remark to Miasnikov 
(also in plane (to Moscow from Paris in Jan 45) about the Jews. Miasnikov had told him to be 
tactful pointing out that Ivanov was a Jew, which Foote had not realised. Ivanov (Trepper) 
have been a good companion to Foote throughout the journey to Moscow. Because of some 
mix-up in the flight (AOB, which was not directly heading to Moscow, but at least landing at 
Cairo, where Trepper went off the plane for some time) the party arrived (nevertheless) at 
Moscow unheralded and Foote told Ivanov that he is worried what they should do. Ivanov 
apparently took things in his own hands and rang up the “Foreign Office”. Two cars then 
came down, one for Foote and one for Ivanov.  The woman Major who took such leading part 
in Foote’s interviews in Moscow arrived with the cars. I asked Foote whether she appeared to 
be on special friendly term with Ivanov and he said that they came up together where he was 
sitting at the airfield.  
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Ivanov had also told him beforehand that they would be put up in a hotel. During the journey   
Ivanov showed an affectionate interest in his wife in Russia (Ivanov (Trepper) had also affairs 
in France) and he went out in Cairo to buy her a fur hat. Perhaps the most interesting points 
about Ivanov which Foote was asked about him in Moscow.  He was required to give his 
views on Ivanov and all he could do was to report a statement that he had been made by 
Ivanov (alias for Trepper) in the plane.  Ivanov had suggested that there was a strong 
possibility of Himmler’s seizing power and making separate peace with Russia. (please 
notice: http://www.cdvandt.org/kv-2-2074-trepper.htm ) When Foote told his Russian 
interrogator this, he (Foote) said that Ivanov was a “stupid idiot”.    
The other passengers on the Foote’s plane to Moscow appeared to be identified as follows: - 
1.  Koutlicher is Rado 
2.  Mr. and Mrs. Kamiaguina were not know to me (= Foote) by name but he said that there 
was a clerk with his wife and family, who had been working in Tunis at some time and who 
stopped off the plane in Teheran. He described the clerk as “a little person of no importance”. 
3.  Vladimir, a hero of the Soviet Union. Foote said that this man been the leader of a well 
known partisan group in France named the Vladimir group.  It seems probably that Vladimir 
is identical with V.A. Malyguine since Foote did not mention the latter name.  Foote 
described Vladimir as a complete savage.       
4.   Ivanovisky is Trepper.  
5.   Lapidus is Foote. 
6.   Smirnov Foote mentioned by name, as a man from the Foreign Office, who had been 
working in London.   
7.   Miasnikov I (Mr Serpell the interrogator of M.I.5) had to disguise my ignorance of this 
name. Foote says, that he is a very famous political figure who at one time was next to Lenin 
in importance.  Ivanov (Trepper) told Foote that it was on Miasnikov’s orders that the czar 
was shot and Foote asked Miasnikov if this was true.  Miasnikov said, yes it was and that 
Lenin had been very angry about it.  
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… Foote was tremendously impressed Miasnikov and said that he had been living in France 
for a long time and spoke very fluent French. He said that Miasnikov resembled Maxim 
Gorky, was below medium weight, very impressive with a heavy lined face. Miasnikov was 
very nervous in Cairo, because he had a number of Englishmen shot in Russia in his heydays.  
Miasnikov gave Foote the impression that he was going to Russia to put Stalin in its place and 
Foote said that he showed him a book he had with him in the plane, which he had written 
against Stalin.  Foote was most insistence that we must know all about Miasnikov and when I 
asked him if this man had been engaged in Intelligence work, he roared with laughter. 
Apparently Intelligence work was below Miasnikov’s notice.   
8.  Vertrenko or Betrenko – Colonel.  Foote did not mention his name but said there were 
“people” on the plane about whom he knew nothing and with whom he had no conversation.    
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4.  Franz Obermanns – German who had fought in Spain, had then gone to Moscow for 
training and was then sent to Switzerland, to work for Sonia shortly before the war.  O. was 
given a Finnish passport issued in Canada.  He was arrested by the Swiss as he knew no 
Finish or English.  He spent the whole of the war in a labour camp but was well treated and 
allowed out for holidays.  He was looked after by Sviatski on instructions by Foote who had 
got them from Moscow.  Foote met him once at a café and described him as about 40 now, 
blond, about middle height, fairly stocky. Spoke French and Italian as well as German but no 
English.  After the war he was repatriated and became a paid official of the KPD in the French 
Zone. Foote was questioned about the Russians in Moscow and who said that he had gone 
from Germany legally into Switzerland and had not gone into contact with the Russians 
through Sviatski. The Russians were somewhat suspicious of Obermanns as he had come 
legally they suspected a plant by the French or some other intelligence service.  
5.  Schneider @ Taylor - in addition acting as a cutout provided information from his own 
source to Rado.  Foote knew nothing about these.  Schneider had been a translator for the I?O 
 Bit gave up his job on promise of a salary for life from Moscow.  When he was arrested by 
the Swiss “he told too” much, and on his release was apparently discarded by the R.I.S. 
(Russian Intelligence Service) Schneider was a German Jew by origin and it was he who had 
requited Roessler (Lucie). 
6.  Foote slightly expanded his statement he made in the morning to Mr. Serpell      about the 
British intelligence colonel in Paris.  Among the acquaintances Foote made in Paris was 
Marie Emelie Distel, rue Longchamp 29, Neuilly sur Seine, Paris. This girl introduced Foote 
to a British Lt-Colonel whom Foote understood was connected with intelligence and had sort 
liaison job with the French. Foote showed him his passport but he made any remark on the 
absence of any French visa.                   
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… Foote spent some six weeks in Paris with no kind of official and no ration except for some 
given by the Soviet Military Mission.  Foote spent the first night at the Mission (he reported 
to them immediately on arrival) but elected to live on his own after that.  He used to call at the 
Mission frequently.   
7.  Foote was given by the PCF (?) in Annemasse an introduction to a PCF Colonel in the 
Ministry of War to be used in case of trouble.  Foote cannot remember the name as he did not 
make any contact with him.   
8.  Asked about his friends among the British community Foote referred to Seeter? Osborn 
and Gerald Chamberlain. Both of them Foote said were in Switzerland to escape military 
service and Brown boated of the fact. He saw a good deal of them in the weeks before his 
arrest and questioned by the Swiss.  Chamberlain had been engaged in transferring money for 
Foote from the States but neither were concerned with espionage although Foote believes that 
they may have suspected it.  “In any case thought I was working for the British”. After his 
release by the Swiss Chamberlain telephoned the British legation (Group Captain West) and 
made a statement at the Legation.  Brown told Foote later that he was summoned to the 
Legation to make a statement Brown was sworn to secrecy by his interviewer. Foote was not 
curious about their statements as he knew they knew nothing of his real activities.  
9.  Questioned about anyone he thought might be working Foote he knew of none except 
Farre ? L “whom everyone knew he was connected with the British I.S. or at least was a 
channel for conveying information to it”.                 
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22.   Allocation of W/T sets. Sonia in 1938 had one in her chalet at Montreux sur Caux. In the 
summer 1940 it was moved to Geneva (Genf) to Hamel’s flat. On 15.12.40 this set was 
replaced by a new one constructed by Hamel, which from January to March was operated by 
Beurton (Sonia’s later husband)  Sonia’s other set  was taken over by Foote and installed in 
his flat at Lausanne   where contact was established with Moscow (Moskau) on 12.3.41  
Bolli’s set was first setup at her father’s house in Basel in 1942. During the summer, however, 
it was moved to the flat in Geneva (Genf) (! Codes and traffic date). It was later (!) moved to 
a second flat where she was arrested, but before her arrest the set had been moved to Hamel’s 
flat.  When Hamel was arrested one set was not located by the Swiss (this was Bolli’s !). 
Hamel’s set worked over Hamel’s shop in Geneva in the first place, but was later moved to an 
isolated villa near the frontier, where they eventually were arrested. Rado had taken the villa 
Montana 1942 to be used as a hide out when the danger of German occupation of Switzerland 
was at its height. This villa was never used.  All the set operated between 47 and 50 metres (6 
– 6.38 MHz) – mains sets.  
23.   Mme. Rado @ Marie helped her husband enciphering and editing reports. Foote does not 
believe she did much outside work for her husband, although she occasionally visited Foote in 
Lausanne, to bring reports for Foote to transmit.  Foote thinks that she went to Paris about the 
same time as her husband, but is not sure. He was told in Moscow that they were giving her in 
Paris 25,000 franks a month, but they said this allowance would be stopped if Rado refused to 
return to Moscow.  Foote says that she made frequent visits to the Russian Military Mission in 
Paris (? where did he learn this).   
24Mme. Gessmer-Buhrer @ May. Worked as a contact before the war with a man in Brown 
Boveri. She Duebendorfer and Anna Müller and all worked for the woman major, who told 
Foote that she knew her intimately. She ran a second hand books shop in the Froschengasse  
and had retired, Foote believed from R.I.S. (Russian Intelligence Service) until he contacted  
her again on instructions from Moscow.  He only used her as a dut? out between himself and 
Droz. 
25.   When Duebendorfer came out of prison she let her flat  ?? small furnished flat in the 
same building as a woman  xxx   . 
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(AOB, for practical reason I have to skip the first 5 lines) 
.. borrowed 5-6 thousand dollars from this woman, and she asked Moscow repay the money to 
a sister Annie Becker in Hollywood (? Did she ask this verbally to Foote) (AOB, whether this 
latter query raised directly by Mr. Serpell or someone else of M.I.5 we do not know)  
Duebendorfer and Pakbo  and ciphers for enciphering their own reports, which they passed to 
Rado for transmission. Both these ciphers fell into the hands of the Swiss police (? Was this 
when the Swiss police raided Duebendorfer’s flat). 
26.  Paul Boettcher was living illegally in Switzerland in Duebendorfer’s household. Foote 
was quite emphatic that he believed Boettcher was doing no work on its own initiative for the 
R.I.S., but merely acted as Duebendorfer’s assistant.  
27.  Tamara Kaspari Caspari, Duebendorfer’s daughter.  Foote does not know why she was 
called Caspari. She was engaged to the son of the Swiss permanent representative to the 
League of Nations (Völkerbund) Jean Pierre Vigier, but Foote could not remember the name.  
Tamara acted as a courier for Duebendorfer, as did her fiancé, who later became a Captain in 
the FFI. Foote knew that Tamara, and possibly Tamara’s fiancé, had cover names, but he did 
not remember what they were (Vita or Pierre Braut).  Tamara and her fiancé were in Paris at 
the end of 1944.  They ran into Blazer and asked him urgently whether he could put them in 
touch with Foote.  They gave an address to Blazer which Foote believes it was false.  He is 
not very clear on this point as there appears to have been a police raid at the house to which 
he was sent, ?Foote? do not think he was be able to make full enquiries.   
28.  Blazer was in charge of Foote’s case in 1943 and told Foote  xxxx whom became very 
friendly, that he had interrogated  all the people xxx the Swiss police had arrested with the 
exception of Roessler (Lucie) Blazer conveyed the? Impression to Foote that the whole case 
was distasteful to his xxx he would have done everything in his power to have helped the xxx 
visit all well known left wing lawyer (? Nicole’s lawyer), xxx dossier of the case overnight 
“by accident”. This lawyer xxx Russians to make enquiries for him about Agnes, and was told 
that xxx  (the latter view words derived from the next KV 2/1611-2, page 1)    
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AOB, it becomes evident, that the state in which the remaining pages are, that reproduction 
had been delayed for too long! 


